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• Consultations & team-building for grant proposals
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• Extensive educational offerings, both locally and nationally
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Objectives

By the end of the session, participants will learn about: 

• Complex mixed methods designs 

• Key mixed methods integration strategies 

• Advanced mixed methods approaches 



Mixed Methods 

Research

Research in which the investigator: 

• collects and analyzes data, 

• integrates the findings, and 

• draws inferences using both 

qualitative and quantitative 

approaches or methods in a single 

study or a program of inquiry. 

Source: Tashakkori & Creswell (2007)



Mixed versus Multi Methods

Multi Methods
● Uses more than one method 

● Can be two qualitative or two 

quantitative or some 

quantitative and some 

qualitative

Mixed Methods
● Uses both qualitative and 

quantitative

● Involves mixing and integration 

of the data so that one type of 

data informs another



● Gain multiple perspectives to enhance the meaning of the results

● Need contextual information

● Gain a more complex understanding of a problem

● Compare, validate or triangulate results

● Examine processes and experiences with the outcome of the study

● Consider mixed methods for any study in which you are studying 

people in their own settings (not a controlled “lab” setting)

Why Do Mixed Methods?



Choosing a mixed 

methods design: 

considerations in 

choosing

• What is your research question?

• How much time do you have?

• What types of resources do you 

have?

• Who/what expertise do you have 

on your team? 

• Where are you in your 

exploration of the study topic? 

(what is the logical next step for 

your program of research)



Basic Designs



Complex Designs

● Scaffolding

○ May incorporate theory, model or framework

○ Often includes phases and time elements







Key mixed 

methods 

integration 

strategies 



● Where qualitative and quantitative data come 

together 

● Synergy - inferences beyond what either alone 

could generate 
○ Ex. Intervention benefits + participant experiences 

○ Ex. Program outcomes + process 

● Distinguishes mixed methods - “cornerstone”

● Consider based on your design 

What is Integration?



The “Black Box”: 

IntegrationThe “Black Box”: Integration



Types of Integration



Data Collection Integration Procedures in 

Mixed Methods Designs
Integration Type Purpose 

Building One form of data collection to inform another form of data collection

Connecting Results from one type of data collection to inform selection of subjects for another type 

of data collection

Exploring Using initial qual for conducting subsequent quant

Comparing Collecting both qual and quant with the intent to compare them

>>Matching Collecting both qual and quant with specific intention to study how they relate to one 

another (specific constructs)

>>Expanding Using qual and quant data collection to elucidate a broader yet overlapping view of a 

phenomenon

>>Diffracting Collecting qual and quant to examine different facets of a phenomenon (or “slices”) 

Constructing a 

case

Collecting qual and quant to develop a robust understanding of a case/example

Source: Fetters M. Mixed Methods Workbook, 2020



Data Analysis Integration Procedures in 

Mixed Methods Designs

Integration Type Purpose 

Explaining Qual data to explain previous quant findings

Corroborating Finding results from one data form to support the other

Enhancing Using data from two types of data for increasing interpretability and 

meaningfulness

Initiating Looking for contradiction or discovery by recasting questions or findings from 

one method of data with another

Transferring Considering the relevance of qual findings from study participants to a larger 

population or phenomenon

Generalizing Extrapolating quant findings from the study population to a larger population

Transforming Converting one form of data into another

Source: Fetters M. Mixed Methods Workbook, 2020



Steps to Doing a Mixed Methods 

Analysis

1. Enter, clean and organize your data

2. Frame analysis with study purpose

3. Discern patterns

4. Use an organizational structure to summarize initial findings (joint 

display)

5. Check for inconsistencies, anomalies or conflicting findings

6. Organize the findings for dissemination (joint display)

7. Interpret the findings in writing up the results



1. Do quant data collection and analysis, Example: survey

2. INTEGRATION: What do you need to know qualitatively to “explain” the 

quant results?  Select method and sample for qual

3. Do qual data collection and analysis, Example: interviews

4. INTEGRATION: What do the qual results say to “explain” the quant 

results? 

Most Common – Explanatory Sequential 

Design using Explaining Integration

Construct Quantitative 

Result

Integration Qualitative 

Result

Integration

Construct 1

Construct 2



1. Survey practice members about their overall perception of integrated behavioral 

health in primary care (IBH)        Across practices scores range from mean of 

3.3 - 5  (1-5 scale)

2. INTEGRATION: Select practices with higher and lower scores and construct an 

interview guide to explore reasons for perceptions such as improvement in 

patient outcomes, accessibility, etc. 

3. Conduct interviews        themes: accessibility key feature, reducing stigma, team 

coordination

4. INTEGRATION: Practices with higher scores on perceptions also describe more 

positive experiences with onsite care team functioning including psychologist 

and psychiatrist availability

Hypothetical Example



● Intent of integration – to connect the quant and qual phases of the study so that the 

follow-up qual phase provides a strong explanation of specific results form the 

initial quant phase

● Answers the question – What mechanism explain the quant results? How do follow-

up qual results illuminate the stats results? 

Explanatory Sequential Design



Do you do a second step analysis? 

If the same sample, how does that work? (sample influences both results)

● Likely to be complimentary or convergent, however not always (like why 

does your patient answer the PHQ-9 one way on the form and then 

answer another way when asked to tell their story of what is happening 

in their life - some things are missing, interpreted differently, etc.)

● Worthwhile when you can drill down into the results – use the qual to 

better understand the quant – how does it provide additional insight? 



1. Do quant data collection and analysis, Example: medical records abstraction

2. Do qual data collection and analysis, Example: observation and interviews

3. INTEGRATION: What do the results say about each other? Do they agree or 

disagree? (convergence or divergence) 

Most Common – Convergent Design 

using Comparing Integration

Construct Quantitative 

Result

Qualitative Result Integration

Construct 1

Construct 2



1. Identify medical records of patients who are receiving integrated 

behavioral health in primary care (IBH) Categorize the billing diagnoses, 

intervention received, time noted for the visit        Range of responses

2. Observe patients and do mini follow-up interview with them, ask about 

reason for visit, services received, time of visit        Range of responses

3. INTEGRATION: Match up medical record results to observation and 

interview results by patient. Patients with insurance and English language 

skills had better concordance of experiences.

Hypothetical Example



Hypothetical Example

Qualitative 

Theme

Quote Survey Result Survey 

Question

Interpretation

Accessibility “I would not have 

gotten help from 

a psychiatrist. 

The wait to have 

help is so long 

and I would not 

have even known 

where to start.”  

Patient X

Mean = 4.76 

(scale 1-5)

“Having 

behavioral health 

care as part of a 

primary care 

doctors office 

makes it easier 

for people to get 

access to this 

type of care.”

Strong 

concordance, 

patients interview 

stories described 

consistent results 

with survey 

findings about 

access



● Intent of integration – to develop results and interpretations that expand 

understanding, are comprehensive, and are validated and confirmed. 

● Answers the question – To what extent do the qual and quant data converge or 

diverge? 

Convergent Design



Types of Fit with Mixed Methods 

Results

● Concordance – qual and quant results confirm each other

● Expansion – qual and quant expand and have overlap (some the same, 

some have more info on either “side”)

● Complementarity – findings compliment each other but are also different 

● Discordance – findings conflict or contradict



May be because of methodological problems in the quant or qual aspects of the study 

(ex. Quant sampling problems) 

You can:

● Cite trust in one method more than the other and state limitations (identify source 

of bias)

● Collect additional data to help resolve the discrepancy

● Re-examine the existing databases to try to resolve the discrepancy

● Turn to theory for an explanation

● Do another study 

What do you do if your results are 

disconfirming?



Keep Organized while Doing Mixed 

Methods - Create an Integration Matrix

Steps Procedures Products

Each step of what you 

will do

How you will do each 

step

What you will get out of 

doing the procedures



● Like qualitative analysis – your brain is the analysis machine

● Name a method and what you are seeking (complement, agree, 

expand, etc.)

● Have a team to do this – all do it separately and then compare, repeat

● Use organizational diagrams and figures to keep it clear, both at the 

organizational and analysis stages and for presentation (joint displays)

● Start by comparing constructs one by one then build the cases for 

overall themes across all the results (like qualitative)

● Look in the literature and talk with informants to keep yourself and 

your team “real” about what are true differences and what are 

variations on the same

● Be creative!

Key Tips on How to Do Integration



Joint Displays – A Method of Analysis AND a 

Way to Display Results

Most Basic Example

Construct Quantitative 

Result

Qualitative Result Interpretation

Construct 1

Construct 2























Advanced Mixed 

Methods Approaches

• Qualitizing and Quantitizing

• Configurational Comparative 

Methods

• Social Network Analysis



Quantitizing – converting qualitative data into quantitative data

Why would you want to do this? 

○ Represent your data in numbers to establish patterns or analyze for relationships 

through statistical analysis

○ Opportunity to enhance the quantitative data

How do you do this? 

1. Conversion of analyzed qualitative data into numbers or groups (nominal, ordinal, 

interval, ratio)

2. Analyze with other quantitative data

What do you need to be careful about? 

○ Small sample sizes can be a problem

○ Volunteered information can not be representative

○ “Squish” down the data in such a way that you lose the meaning

○ Classic putting qual into a quant paradigm

Data Transformation: Quantitizing



Qualitative Data Transformation into 

Quantitative Representation

● Frequency of a theme within a sample by converting it to percentages

● Number of units for each theme by converting it to a percentage

● Percentage of total themes associated with a phenomenon

● Percentage of people selecting or endorsing multiple themes

● Count of time, length and number of behaviors per hour during 

observations and interviews

● Number of times a significant statement appears per page

● Amount of time that elapses before a unit of analysis is observed



Data Transformation: Qualitizing

Qualitizing – converting quantitative data into qualitative data

Why would you want to do this? 
○ Represent complex statistical data in more thematic ways to enhance understanding

○ Opportunity to enhance the qualitative data

How do you do this? 
1. Conversion of analyzed quantitative data into qualitative text data (codes, themes, 

descriptions)

2. Analyze with other qualitative data

What do you need to be careful about? 
○ Quantitative data can only give you so much, not much of  ”thick” or “rich” description

○ Can be hard to do and requires experience, doesn’t play to the talents of either kind of 

researcher



Quantitative Data Transformation into 

Qualitative Representation

● Summarizing trends as increasing or decreasing

● Percentages of answers around core constructs into an overall “theme”

● Groupings of categories clustered into descriptive typologies



CCM is a family of methods that allows considering program features and contextual 

conditions to examine relationships in groups or sets with outcomes.

**NOT statistics

Linear Additive Model CCMs

Assumes normality and linear 

relationships

Applicable to non-normal, non-

linear data

Assumes a single explanatory

model

Allows for multiple explanatory

models

Assumes factor independence Allows for factor independence

Mid-large number subjects needed Sample size independent-all sizes

Configurational Comparative Methods



● Involves quantitizing

● Moving from variables to conditions

● Groups of cases with an outcome condition

● Another group of cases without the outcome condition

● Additional information about each case is expressed in the form of conditions

● What uniquely distinguishes group A from group B

● Allows for equifinality – multiple paths to outcome

CCM



What CCM does

● Helps to identify conditions that produce an outcome – either singly or in 

combination

● Necessary

○ Must be present to produce a good outcome, but does not guarantee a good 

outcome  (i.e. water must be present to have the ground wet)

○ High consistency score indicates strong relationship between the condition 

and outcome

● Sufficient

○ Sufficient conditions alone or in combination will always result in a good 

outcome although they are not necessary to produce a good outcome 

(meaning there are other paths to a good outcome) (the ground could be wet 

because it rained or because someone watered it)

○ Coverage score is high demonstrating high relevance to the outcome; or 

importance of each configuration to the solution

● Casual conditions can be necessary or sufficient, both or neither



CNA = coincidence analysis

QCA = qualitative comparative analysis

● Both use Boolean algebra and set theory to develop solutions of 

“difference making” configurations

● CNA first uses “bottom-up” (puts 1 in and then another in, then 

another in)

● QCA uses “all in” then you eliminate conditions

● Lots of debate about how to use each one and why one is better!

CCM includes CNA and QCA



CCM Process

1. Determine outcome 

2. Consider conditions impacting the outcome (consider a logic model) 

3. Collect data on conditions and consider which are variant; greatest impact on the 

outcome

4. Create a raw data table

5. Calibrate the conditions and outcome

6. Conduct the analysis





Source: Holtrop J Summers, Hall T, Dickinson M, Glasgow R. What makes for successful registry 

implementation: A qualitative comparative analysis. Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine.

2017;30(5).



Source: Holtrop J Summers, Hall T, Dickinson M, Glasgow R. What makes for successful registry implementation: A 

qualitative comparative analysis. Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine. 2017;30(5).



Source: Holtrop J Summers, Hall T, Dickinson M, Glasgow R. What makes for successful registry implementation: A qualitative 
comparative analysis. Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine. 2017;30(5).



CCM References 

● Ambuehl M, Baumgartner M. cna: Causal Modeling with Coincidence Analysis. R 

package version 2.1.1. 2018. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=cna. 

● Baumgartner M, Epple R. A coincidence analysis of a causal chain: The Swiss 

minaret vote. Sociol Methods Res. 2014;43:280-312. 

● Cragun, D, Pal T, Vadaparampil ST, Baldwin J, Hampel H, DeBate RD. Qualitative 

Comparative Analysis: a hybrid method for identifying factors associated with 

program effectiveness. Journal of Mixed Methods Research. 2016;10:251-72. 

● Ragin CC. The comparative method: moving beyond qualitative and quantitative 

strategies. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press; 1987. 

● Thiem A. Conducting Configurational Comparative Research with Qualitative 

Comparative Analysis: a hands-on tutorial for applied evaluation scholars and 

practitioners. Am Journal of Eval. 2017;38:420-33. 



Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) is an analytic method to examine networks and 

their communication and workflow patterns

Why would you want to do this? 

○ Social relationships can be a key factor driving implementation, this 

method highlights that – a way to “see” your data in a different way

How do you do this? 

1. Identify who you want to collect data on and what the relationships that are 

important to capture (how much, how important, about what, roles, where 

located, etc.)

2. Determine the way you wish to collect this information (interviews, 

observations, survey, other data sources, etc. )

3. Use program to calculate the “statistics” 

4. Interpret the results





SNA Example: Care management

● We used a written survey format to collect SNA data

● Our SNA questions: As a busy practitioner, you cross paths with and talk to a 

variety of people on any given day. Below, please write in the names of the three 

most important people from whom you talk with, seek advice from, or refer to 

regarding the management of patients with all types of chronic disease and 

complete the questions that follow.

○ Role

○ Physical location

○ Frequency of interaction

○ Topics of discussion

○ How important conversation(s) are to your role



Three Care Manager Structures Emerged

Off-site: The care manager does not usually work in the practice -
work location is from home and visiting patients in their homes, the 
care manager is employed by another organization than the practice 
(usually the practice association).

Co-located: The care manager works a minimum of half-day a week 
and up to four days in the practice, but is employed by another 
organization than the practice.

Embedded: The care manager works his or her full working hours 
(even if part-time) in the practice, although s/he may complete 
other duties as well. The care manager is employed by the practice.



Example Practice in 

Organization A

Example Practice in 

Organization C



Network Properties Across Organizations

Mean (std)

All Practices 

(n=24)

Organization A  

(n=8)

Off-site and co-

located

Organization B 

(n=5)

Embedded and 

co-located

Organization C

(n=11)

Embedded

Total Nodes 21.6 (11.5) 23.3 (8.6) 26.2 (23.3) 18.3 (3.4)

Core/Periphery 

Ratio 0.23 (0.16) 0.21 (0.04) 0.36 (0.28) 0.18 (0.11)

Density* 0.015 (0.012) 0.012(0.01) 0.024 (0.022) 0.012 (0.004)

Degree 

Centralization 
(nodes number of 

edges; higher = more 

central) 84.5 (10.1) 84.6 (6.2) 76.6 (19.0) 88.0 (4.5)

Between 

Centralization 
(measure based on 

shortest path) 34.7 (14.1) 30.6 (13.0) 29.4 (9.7) 40.2 (15.7)

Care Manager is 

within core -

N(%) of practices
13 (54%) 0 (0%) 5 (100%) 8 (73%)



● Can gather the data by qualitative or quantitative means or both and 

triangulate

● Can convert the qual information into quant (numbers and types)

● Can analyze with other quant data

● Can use as quant info to compare to qual information in a mixed methods 

analysis

● Helps to see your data in a different way – spatially and relationally

How do these methods work 

with Mixed Methods?



● Mixed Methods involves qualitative and quantitative data collection and 

analysis and the integration of the two

● Mixed Methods gives you more than just qual + quant (1+1=3) by 

allowing the researchers to “see” the data in a more complete or different 

way

● Using diagrams, figures, tables and organizational structures will facilitate 

use of Mixed Methods

● There are many designs and approaches that can be utilized, choose 

what is appropriate for the study question or project

Summary



Resources for more training

● CLSC 6580: Qualitative and Mixed Methods in Health Research

● CLSC 6560: Designs and Mixed Methods in Implementation Research 

(part of the D&I certificate program)



Questions? 


